Dear Brevard Zoo Supporter,

On behalf of Brevard Zoo, you are personally invited to support the most spectacular event of the year: Safari Under the Stars 2020! On Saturday, April 25, the most generous and committed members of our community will come together to celebrate the extraordinary impacts and benefits delivered by this magnificent institution. It is in support of these critical outcomes that we invite you to be part of this stellar event.

Safari Under the Stars is poised to once again deliver one of the most sensational evenings imaginable. We are thrilled to be welcoming as our special celebrity guest, Jean-Michel Cousteau, one of the world’s most recognized environmental activists. Enjoy an incomparable night of multiple themed pre-parties, sumptuous culinary delights, tantalizing libations, signature entertainment, animal encounters, auctions, catered dinner, and an after-party with exciting new elements you won’t want to miss!

It’s certainly an exciting time to get involved and show your support of our community treasure! From providing leadership and support in the Indian River Lagoon restoration, to initiatives effectively protecting and stabilizing our shorelines, to treating and rehabilitating thousands of baby sea turtles and protecting endangered wildlife, to establishing Zoo programs and venues that are safe, accessible and accommodating for children with disabilities… Brevard Zoo is truly the critical centerpiece in bringing these, and so many other quality of life benefits to our entire community.

It is with the greatest enthusiasm that we invite you to be part of a night where we collectively revel in the accomplishments made possible through your support. Please refer to the enclosed participation levels and select what best meets your needs and know that being part of Safari Under the Stars is about so much more than “sponsoring” an event. Your investment and corporate partnership allows Brevard Zoo to continue the compelling role we play in our community and the world.

We look forward to welcoming you to this most memorable night and thank you for your kind consideration. Should you have any questions, do not hesitate to reach out to Christopher Stagman at 321-254-9453 x485 or Sean McKeel at 321-254-9453 x508.

Sincerely,

Your Safari Under the Stars Committee

Jessica Cartagena Assam, Amy Bird, Jackie Barker, Laura Bomalaski, Tia Broadway, Hope Fisher, Elaina Garvin, Brenda Hersey, Jill Jacobus Moore, Lewis Schwartz, Mary Ann Sperando, Barbara Wall, Dee Waldron, Karen Zifcak and Karen Davis
**PARTICIPATION OPPORTUNITIES**

**SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 2020**

**BENEFITS INCLUDE:**
- Premier Table for 16 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 16 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Professional Video Presented at Event
- Dedicated Banner in Celebration Garden with One Year Plaque Recognition
- Full-page Ad in Event Program
- Company Promotional Material Display at Event
- Prominent Recognition on Zoo Website Homepage and SUS Event Page
- Prominent Recognition on Stage Viewing Screens
- Behind the Scenes Barn Tour for 8
- 16 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes
- Featured 3-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021

**TITLE CORPORATE PARTNER ............ $20,000**

Title Corporate Partner is exclusively and prominently identified in references to the event, including collateral materials, radio, print, news releases, event program, Zoo newsletter, event signage, electronic board, email and social media.

**SIGNATURE OPPORTUNITIES**

All Signature levels will be recognized in all collateral materials including, but not limited to, print, news releases, event program, Zoo newsletter, event signage, electronic board and email blasts. For Featured Weekend, you will be recognized on banner at Zoo entrance and in email blasts and social media.

**CELEBRITY DINNER HOST CORPORATE PARTNER HOLIDAY BUILDERS .......................................................... $15,000**

- Premier Table for 12 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 12 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Full-page Ad in Event Program
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens
- Behind the Scenes Barn Tour for 8
- 12 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes
- Featured 3-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021

**TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS CORPORATE PARTNER ARTEMIS IT ....................................................... $15,000**

- Premier Table for 12 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 12 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition as Zoo’s Technology Partner
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Full-page Ad in Event Program
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens
- Behind the Scenes Barn Tour for 8
- 12 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes
- Featured 3-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021

**SATURDAY COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT CORPORATE PARTNER HEALTH FIRST HEALTH PLANS .............. $15,000**

- Premier Table for 12 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 30 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Community Engagement Event
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Full-page Ad in Event Program
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens
- Behind the Scenes Barn Tour for 8
- 12 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes
- Featured 3-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021

**RE-IMAGINING THE FUTURE – FAST FORWARD CORPORATE PARTNER L3HARRIS TECHNOLOGIES ................... $12,000**

- Premier Table for 10 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 10 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Full-page Ad in Event Program
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens
- Behind the Scenes Barn Tour for 6
- 10 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes
- Featured 3-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021

**SAFARI EVE VIP RECEPTION CORPORATE PARTNER TWIN RIVERS INSURANCE ......................... $12,000**

- Premier Table for 10 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 10 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Full-page Ad in Event Program
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens
- Behind the Scenes Barn Tour for 6
- 10 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes
- Featured 3-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021
CHILDREN ARE OUR FUTURE/SYMPOSIUM CORPORATE PARTNER SOUTHEAST PETRO DISTRIBUTORS.................................$10,000
- Preferred Table for 10 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 8 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Full-page Ad in Event Program

PREMIER RED CARPET CORPORATE PARTNER WHITEBIRD ATTORNEYS AT LAW.......................................................$10,000
- Preferred Table for 10 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 8 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Full-page Ad in Event Program

LATE NIGHT DELIGHTS MANGROVE MENTOR CORPORATE PARTNER DON & SUSAN MORSE..............................$10,000
- Preferred Table for 10 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 8 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Full-page Ad in Event Program

SAFARI AFTER DARK CORPORATE PARTNER DANIEL & MARY ANN SPERANDO.........................................................$10,000
- Preferred Table for 10 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 8 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Full-page Ad in Event Program

AUCTION NAVIGATION & MOBILE BIDDING CORPORATE PARTNER BOYS ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS..................$10,000
- Preferred Table for 10 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 8 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Full-page Ad in Event Program

GIVE FROM THE HEART SHOWCASE CORPORATE PARTNER HHCP.................................................................$10,000
- Preferred Table for 10 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 8 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Full-page Ad in Event Program

BUILDING A BETTER BREVARD CORPORATE PARTNER WHITING-TURNER.........................................................$10,000
- Preferred Table for 10 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 8 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Full-page Ad in Event Program

BREVARD ZOO IS AN IRS-DESIGNATED 501(c)(3) ORGANIZATION. DONATIONS ARE TAX-DEDUCTIBLE. A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES (WWW.800HELPFLA.COM) BY CALLING 1-800-HELP-FLA TOLL-FREE WITHIN THE STATE. REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE.
**PARTICIPATION OPPORTUNITIES**

**SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 2020**

**SAFARI CHILL CORPORATE PARTNER GARVIN PETERSON WEALTH MANAGEMENT** .......................................................... $7,500  
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event  
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event  
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars  
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden  
- Ad in Event Program  
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page  
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens  
- 6 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes  
- Featured 2-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021

**GALA DINNER CORPORATE PARTNER SKY ADVERTISING** .................................................................................. $7,500  
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event  
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event  
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars  
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden  
- Ad in Event Program  
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page  
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens  
- 6 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes  
- Featured 2-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021

**STREET OF DREAMS SILENT AUCTION ZOOPORTER BREWER PAVING & DEVELOPMENT, LLC** ........................................... $7,500  
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event  
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event  
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars  
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden  
- Ad in Event Program  
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page  
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens  
- 6 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes  
- Featured 2-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021

**NYAMI NYAMI RIVER LODGE ZOOPORTER** .......................................................... $7,500  
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event  
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event  
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars  
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden  
- Ad in Event Program  
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page  
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens  
- 6 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes  
- Featured 2-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021

**EARTH SPACE EXPLORATION ZOOPORTER KENNEDY SPACE CENTER VISITOR COMPLEX** ................................................. $7,500  
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event  
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event  
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars  
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden  
- Ad in Event Program  
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page  
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens  
- 6 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes  
- Featured 2-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021

**PREMIER LUXURY CAR ZOOPORTER ISLAND JAGUAR/LAND ROVER** ........................................................................ $7,500  
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event  
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event  
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars  
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden  
- Ad in Event Program  
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page  
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens  
- 6 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes  
- Featured 2-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021

**SAFARI SUNRISE ZOOPORTER LEW & HEATHER SCHWARTZ** ........................................................................ $7,500  
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event  
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event  
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars  
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden  
- Ad in Event Program  
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page  
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens  
- 6 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes  
- Featured 2-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021

**SPACE COAST LENDER FOR DREAMING BIG ZOOPORTER SHELTER MORTGAGE COMPANY** ........................................ $7,500  
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event  
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event  
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars  
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden  
- Ad in Event Program  
- Prominent Recognition on SUS Event Page  
- Logo on Stage Viewing Screens  
- 6 Brevard Zoo VIZ One-Day Guest Passes  
- Featured 2-Day Weekend Onsite at Zoo Between May 1, 2020 and March 31, 2021
PARTICIPATION OPPORTUNITIES

SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 2020

LOVERS OF ALL CREATURES ZOOPORTER BARBARA WALL GROUP .......................................................... $7,500
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Ad in Event Program

CLEAN ENERGY - CENTRAL PLAZA RECEPTION ZOOPORTER FLORIDA CITY GAS ................................................. $7,500
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Ad in Event Program

LIVE AUCTION ZOOPORTER CERTIFIED GENERAL CONTRACTORS ......................................................................... $7,500
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Ad in Event Program

SAFARI SPIRIT ZOOPORTER CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING GROUP .......................................................................... $7,500
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Ad in Event Program

OYSTER REEF ZOOPORTER MH WILLIAMS CONSTRUCTION GROUP .......................................................... $7,500
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Ad in Event Program

SAND DUNE ZOOPORTER ............................................................................................................................. $7,500
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Ad in Event Program

LAGOON ZOOPORTER DR. NANI GOLDEN .............................................................................................................. $7,500
- Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
- 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
- Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
- Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
- Ad in Event Program

BREVARD ZOO IS AN IRS-DESIGNATED 501(C)(3) ORGANIZATION. DONATIONS ARE TAX-DEDUCTIBLE. A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES (WWW.800HELPFLA.COM) BY CALLING 1-800-HELP-FLA TOLL-FREE WITHIN THE STATE. REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE.
PARTICIPATION OPPORTUNITIES

SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 2020

RESTORE OUR SHORES SHUCK AND SHARE ZOOPORTER CHAMPION HOME HEALTH CARE.................................................................$7,500
• Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
• 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
• Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
• Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
• Ad in Event Program

SOLD

SEA GRASS ZOOPORTER............................................................................................................................$7,500
• Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
• 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
• Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
• Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
• Ad in Event Program

MANGROVE ZOOPORTER..........................................................................................................................$7,500
• Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
• 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
• Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
• Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
• Ad in Event Program

CORAL REEF ZOOPORTER DISNEY CRUISE LINES.................................................................................................$7,500
• Table for 8 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
• 6 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
• Prominent Recognition at Safari Under the Stars
• Recognition in SUS section of Celebration Garden
• Ad in Event Program

NON-EXCLUSIVE PARTICIPATION LEVELS

LIVING SHORELINE ADVOCATE.....................................................................................................................$3,000
• Seating for 4 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
• Recognized in Event Program, Zoo Newsletter and Event Signage
• 4 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event

SEA TURTLE ADVOCATE...............................................................................................................................$1,500
• Seating for 2 Guests at Saturday Night Main Event
• Recognized in Event Program, Zoo Newsletter and Event Signage
• 2 Guests for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event

WILD DOLPHIN ADVOCATE.............................................................................................................................$750
• Seating for 1 Guest at Saturday Night Main Event
• Recognized in Event Program, Zoo Newsletter and Event Signage
• 1 Guest for Saturday Morning Community Engagement Event
YES! I want to support Brevard Zoo’s mission of “Wildlife Conservation through Education and Participation” by supporting Safari Under the Stars.

Name: 

Company name (as it should appear in advertising): 

Address: 

City: ___________________________ State: ________________ ZIP: __________________

Phone: __________________ Fax: __________________

Email: __________________

Participation Level:

[SOLD] TITLE CORPORATE PARTNER.......................................................... $20,000

[SOLD] CELEBRITY DINNER HOST CORPORATE PARTNER............................... $15,000

[SOLD] TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS CORPORATE PARTNER.......................... $15,000

[SOLD] SATURDAY COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT CORPORATE PARTNER......... $15,000

[SOLD] RE-IMAGINING THE FUTURE – FAST FORWARD CORPORATE PARTNER......... $12,000

[SOLD] SAFARI EVE VIP RECEPTION CORPORATE PARTNER............................. $12,000

[SOLD] CHILDREN ARE OUR FUTURE/SYMPOSIUM CORPORATE PARTNER........ $10,000

[SOLD] PREMIER RED CARPET CORPORATE PARTNER..................................... $10,000

[SOLD] LATE NIGHT DELIGHTS MANATEE MENTOR CORPORATE PARTNER........ $10,000

[SOLD] SAFARI AFTER DARK PARTNER......................................................... $10,000

[SOLD] AUCTION NAVIGATION & MOBILE BIDDING CORPORATE PARTNER........ $10,000

[SOLD] GIVE FROM THE HEART SHOWCASE CORPORATE PARTNER................ $10,000

[SOLD] BUILDING A BETTER BREvard CORPORATE PARTNER........................ $10,000

[SOLD] SAFARI CHILL CORPORATE PARTNER................................................ $7,500

[SOLD] GALA DINNER CORPORATE PARTNER................................................ $7,500

[SOLD] STREET OF DREAMS SILENT AUCTION ZOOPORTER......................... $7,500

[SOLD] NYAMI NYAMI RIVER LODGE ZOOPORTER........................................... $7,500

[SOLD] EARTH SPACE EXPLORATION ZOOPORTER.......................................... $7,500

[SOLD] PREMIER LUXURY CAR ZOOPORTER.................................................. $7,500

[SOLD] SAFARI SUNRISE ZOOPORTER.......................................................... $7,500

[SOLD] SPACE COAST LENDER FOR DREAMING BIG ZOOPORTER............... $7,500

[SOLD] LOVERS OF ALL CREATURES ZOOPORTER........................................ $7,500

[SOLD] CLEAN ENERGY - CENTRAL PLAZA RECEPTION ZOOPORTER............. $7,500

[SOLD] LIVE AUCTION ZOOPORTER............................................................. $7,500

[SOLD] SAFARI SPIRIT ZOOPORTER.............................................................. $7,500

[SOLD] OYSTER REEF ZOOPORTER............................................................... $7,500

[SOLD] SAND DUNE ZOOPORTER................................................................. $7,500

[SOLD] LAGOON ZOOPORTER...................................................................... $7,500

[SOLD] RESTORE OUR SHORES SHUCK AND SHARE ZOOPORTER.............. $7,500

[SOLD] SEA GRASS ZOOPORTER................................................................. $7,500

[SOLD] MANGROVE ZOOPORTER................................................................. $7,500

[SOLD] CORAL REEF ZOOPORTER............................................................... $7,500

[SOLD] LIVING SHORELINE ADVOCATE....................................................... $3,000

[SOLD] SEA TURTLE ADVOCATE................................................................. $1,500

[SOLD] WILD DOLPHIN ADVOCATE............................................................. $750

Sorry, we cannot attend but have enclosed a donation of $ ____________________________

To pay for your participation with a credit card, please contact us directly at 321-254-9453, ext. 485 or 508. You may also bring this information and your credit card directly to the Zoo’s main administration desk.

By signing, you agree to fulfill participation obligations before the scheduled start date of the event in 2020. To receive full benefits of participation, please fax forms to 321-259-5966 or mail to the Zoo no later than March 14, 2020. Payment must be received by April 3, 2020.

Signature: ____________________________ Title: ________________ Date: __________________

BREVARD ZOO IS AN IRS- Designated 501(c)(3) ORGANIZATION. DONATIONS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE. A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES (WWW.800HELPFLA.COM) BY CALLING 1-800-HELP-FLA TOLL-FREE WITHIN THE STATE. REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE.